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Abstract-Mesoscale air quality under stagnantsynoptic cold seasonconditions in the Lake Powell area is
characterizedthrough climatological, topographical and numericalstudies. Using a synoptic climatological
classification scheme,it is found that during the winter this region is dominated by stagnant conditions
associatedwith slow-moving high pressuresystems.
Using topographic analyses,the Lake Powell areaacross S Utah and N Arizona can beregardedas a
trapping basin which enhancespollution accumulation significantly under stagnantconditions.
By applying a mesoscalemeteorologicalmodeland a Lagrangianparticle dispersionmodel,the dispersion
characteristicsof pollution from local sourcesare simulated for this situation. The resultsdemonstratethe
trapping and recirculation characteristicsof the Lake Powell area for the commonly observedsouthwesterly
synoptic flow just to the west of a surface polar high pressuresystem. Under suchconditions during the
winter, accumulation of pollution from local sourcesis expectedto degrade the air quality in this region.
Key word index: Mesoscalemeteorological modeling, air quality, stagnant synoptic conditions, particle
dispersion modeling, climatological classification,layered haze.

I. INTRODUCfION

Decadesago, air pollution problems in the U.S. were
mainly limited to the highly urbanized and industrialized areas of the east and west coasts. In recent
years,significant deterioration of air quality has been
observed in areas of sparse population and less
industrial activities suchas the SW U.S. Under certain
meteorologicalconditions, regional haze,plume blight
and layered haze have developed and diminished to
some extentthe natural grandeurof this scenicarea,as
exemplified by the large numbers of national monuments and parks, national forest lands and federally
designatedwilderness areas.Since continued growth
of industry and population in this area is expected,
concernsregarding existing and possible newadverse
impairments of visual resourceshave become much
more important.
Previous major studies of the air quality in this
area are summarized in AtmosphericEnvironment15,
Nos. 10-11 (1981). The results show quite controversial views on the source contribution of visibility
impairment. According to the observations,the Lake
PowellareaacrossS Utah and N Arizona is considered
to be typical of areas in the SW U.S. which have
sutTeredsignificant visibility impairment.
The purpose of the present study is to characterize
one type of visibility impairment-the layered haze
phenomenon-for the Lake Powell area. The study
included the following steps:
1. A synoptic climatological classification of the
Lake Powell area in order to examinethe relation of air

quality to the prevalence of stagnant synoptic
conditions.
2. An examination of topographic effects on local
meteorology, pollution dispersion and air quality.
3. A numerical simulation of mesoscale meteorology and pollutant dispersion in the Lake Powell area
using idealized topography and atmospheric conditions which are representative of stagnant synoptic
conditions.

2. CLIMATOLOGICAL

STUDIES

The synoptic climate in a specific area can be
classified according to the characteristics of major
synoptic atmospheric systems. Based on the wellknown classicalcyclone model, a subjective classification schemewas reported by Lindsey (1980). As
illustrated in Fig. 1 for a typical winter synoptic system
in the easternU.S., the synoptic flow regime is thus
divided into five broad sectors:
a. Category1: in the warm sectorof an extratropical
cyclone.
b. Category 2: ahead of the warm front in the
region of cyclonic isobaric curvature at the
surface.
c. Category3: behind the cold front in the regionof
cyclonic curvature to the surfaceisobars.
d. Category 4: under a polar high in a region of
anticyclonic curvature to the surface isobars.
e. Category5: in the vicinity of a subtropicalridge.
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Fig. 1. Example of a surfaceanalysis chart (for 9 January 1964)showing the
application of the synoptic climatological model for the five synoptic classes
(from Pielke et al., 1984,modified from Lindsey, 1980).

The characteristics of meteorological conditions
and air quality for each category are further overviewed in Table 1 (where the source regions of air
massesare abbreviated,i.e.mT: maritime tropical, mP:
maritime polar, cP: continental polar, cA: continental
Arctic).
By examining surface and upper air weathermaps
according to the synoptic climatological classification
scheme described above, daily meteorological conditions in the Lake Powell area have been classified
subjectivelyfor the October-May periods for the five
seasons from 1976 to 1981. Surface and 500 mb
analysesare available at 12Z from the 'U.S. Daily
Weather Maps' series published by the National
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) for each day during the study period. When
situations are not easily classified,they are referred to
as category U, which representsundefined.
The time series results are further summarized
statistically in order to understand the characteristics
and variations of the climate in the Lake Powell area.
The monthly averaged frequencies for the 5-year
period of the occurrenceof eachsynoptic climatological categoryare plotted in Fig. 2. The climate in the
Lake Powell area for the October-May period is thus
characterizedas:
1. Slow-moving polar high pressuresystemsdominate the regional weather, particularly during the
October-December time period. Later in the season
the occurrence of cold fronts and extratropical low
pressuresystemsbecomemore frequent.
2. Warm frontal occurrencesare rare.
3. Stationary fronts and ambiguous situations are
more common than in the easternU.S.
Air quality can generallybe related to someclimatologicalvariables.For regionslike the Lake Powell area

wheredetailed climatological data are not available,it
is more feasible to use the synoptic climatological
classificationschemeas a basis of air quality study.
Hansonand McKee (1983)usedradiosondesounding data to estimatethe availableatmosphericvolume
for the dispersionof air pollutants, as wasrepresented
by the daily solar mixing area (SMA). SMA is defined
as the daytime integral product of solarmixing height
(SMH) and averagewin~ speedwithin the SMH. Both
solar mixing height and average wind speed were
calculated from morning rawinsonde data, incoming
solar energy,assumedalbedoand the logarithmic wind
profile. In this manner,the stability and inversionwere
taken into account. Air quality can then be related to
the solar mixing area.
Hanson defined those days with SMA less than 3
x 108m2as potentially bad air quality days;days with
SMA between3 x 108m2and 6 x 108m2as potentially
marginal air quality days;and days with SMA greater
than 6 x 108m2 as potentially good air quality days.
The relation between the climatological classification schemeand SMA were studied by monthly
tabulation results,as shown in Table 2. Since rawinsondedata were not available for the Lake Powell area,
we were required to usethe resultsof Grand Junction
in 1976 (which were calculated by Hanson) and to
reclassify the climatological categories at Grand
Junction in order to achieve an appropriate
comparison.
Results from Table 2 show that there is a clean-up
mechanismassociatedwith the passageof cold fronts,
i.e. categories1 and 3 generallyhave a higher mixing
area.On the other hand,accumulationof air pollutants
is associatedwith polar highs, i.e. category 4, which
tend to have lower values of SMA.
Stagnation is defined as an atmospheric event in
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Fig. 2. Monthly averaged frequencies for the period
1976-1980of the occurrenceof eachsynopticclirnatological category.

Table 2. Distribution of calculatedSMA valuesas dependent
on synoptic categoryand month for Grand Junction, 1976
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Fig. 3. Duration and number of eventsof category4 for
the spocificperiods.

and mountain-valley winds. Since pollutants are
mainly dispersed by differential advection and by
turbulent mixing in the atmosphere,the dispersion
processeswill thus be controlled by these terraininduced mesoscalesystems.
Under these stagnant conditions not only is the
horizontal dispersion of pollutants limited by the
terrain sidewalls and influenced by the local winds
circulations,but also the vertical dispersionis confined
by the strong synoptic inversion and associatedvery
stable thermodynamic stratification.
As shown in Figs 4 and 7, the Lake Powell area can
be regardedasa trapping basinwhich is surrounded by
ridges except for a few passesor gaps. This type of
basin is ideal for stagnation and pollution accumulation except when the basin is flushed as synoptic
disturbancespassthrough.
Consequently,worst case air quality episodescan
occur undersynoptic stagnantconditions in a trapping
basin, especiallywhen the sun angle is low and the
ground is snow-covered.However, the existing synoptic observationnetwork, regional transport models,
and current regulatory assessment
tools are unable to
accurately characterize mesoscalesystems and the
loca.l recirculation of pollution.

3. TOPOGRAPHICSTUDIES

Under stagnant synoptic conditions, topographic
effects with respect to the local meteorology and
pollutant dispersion in the Lake Powell area are
particularly well defined. The local meteorological
conditions in thesesituationsare usuallydominated by
local wind systemswhich include thermal-slopewinds

4. VISIBILITY

IMPAIRMENT

STUDIES

a. Observationanalyses
The National Park Service has measured visual
range from Bryce Canyon (37°36'N. 112°10'W.
2530 m) to Navajo Mountain (37°03'N, 110o54'W.
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Fig. 4. A three-dimensionalperspectiveview of the terrain usedin 3-D numerical
simulations.

2780m) at 0900, 1200and 1500 LST sinceJune 1979.
Beginning in November 1979color slideswere taken in
the same direction and at the same time. All these
observational data are available from Air Resource
Specialists, Inc., in Fort Collins, Colorado, or the
Denver Office of the National Park Service.
Visible hazeas observedin the Lake Powellarea can
be classified as uniform haze, plume blight (i.e. a
coherent plume)and layered haze (single or multiple
layers).In the following, the plume blight and layered
haze problems, which occur most frequently during
the winter, will be emphasized.
The photographs taken at 0900 LST from the
October 1980-May 1981 period were compared
againstour time seriessynoptic climatological classification results. The results, as shown in Table 3,
demonstratea high correlation betweenthe occurrence
of layered haze and synoptic category4 (i.e. stagnant
conditions).
Therefore, it is concluded that stagnantconditions
associated with the polar high represent generally
necessaryatmospheric conditions for the occurrence
of layered haze in the Lake Powell area. It is not a
sufficient condition becausecategory-4days occurred
at other times without layered haze.
b. Numerical simulations
To study the impact of complex terrain features on
air quality and local transport under &tagnantconditions, two types of numerical models are applied. A

mesoscalemeteorological model is used to simulate
wind flow and turbulence characteristicsin the Lake
Powell area.The output of this model is then usedas
input to a Lagrangian particle dispersion model in
which a number of particles are releasedto simulate
the dispersionof pollution emitted from elevated or
surfacesources.This dispersionis, therefore,a resultof
both turbulent diffusion, and differential vertical and
horizontal advection.
(i) Mesoscalemeteorologicalmodeling.The mesoscale meteorological model used in this report is
described in more detail by McNider (1981). Several
modifications are made in the current study as compared to the model used in McNider (1981).The top
boundary condition is replacedby a constantpressure
top boundaryalong with the application of an absorbing layer to avoid reflection of vertical propagating
wave energy (Klemp and Lilly, 1978). Perturbation
pressure,defined at eachgrid point as deviations from
the initial pressure,is used in the calculation of the
horizontal pressure gradient force in order to reduce
the truncation error from differentiating total pressure. The finite difference form of this pressure
gradient force term is further modified by using an
improved numerical approximation, as described by
Mahrer (1984), in a terrain-following coordinate
systemto achievehigher accuracyand avoid artificial
flow nearthe surface.The model is applied in its 2-D
and 3-D versions as follows:
(a) 2-D simulations. The horizontal domain of the
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Table 3. Time series comparison of stagnation conditions
(synoptic category 4) and layered haze occurrence.
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2-D simulations is representedby 40 grid points with a
minimum resolution of 5 km. The horizontal grid
interval is constant in the interior except within five
grid points of the boundary where it is increased,
respectively,to 10,20,30,40 and 50km. In the vertical,
the atmosphereis divided into 28levelswith heightsof
2,5,10,25,50,100,200,300,400,600,800,1000,1250,
1500,1750,2000, 2250, 2500, 2750, 3000, 3250, 3500,
3750,4000,4250,4500,4750and 5000m. The absorbing layeris setbetween4000and 5000m with constant
pressureat the levelof the top boundary. The bottom
boundaryis treatedas bare soil. In the soil,thereare 28
layers with a constant grid spacingof 5 cm.
Idealized topography is assumedalong the NW-SE
direction for the 2-D simulations (see Fig. 5). The
height in thesemodel runs is relative to the baseof the
Navajo Generating Station (1327m above mean sea
level).
Parameters used in all the simulations are set as
shown in Table 4. The simulations start from 1700
LST, 6 December,and extend until 0900 LST the next
day, using a 60-s time step. An initial 4-h period of
steady-state simulation (integration without surface

0.0

Fig. 5. Simulated thermal stratification in potential temperature with a IK contour interval and dispersion of
particles from an elevatedpoint source at 0900 LST after
being continuously releasedsince 0100 LST (vertical view,
looking northeastward)under thesituations of (a)caseI, (b)
case 2, (c) case(3).

Table 4. Input parameters for mesoscalemeteorological
modeling
Albedo
Soil heat dilfusivity
Soil density
Soil specificheat
Potential moisture availability
Roughness
Initial planetary boundary height
Initial surface potential temperature.
Initial surfacepressure.
Initial surface specifichumidity.
Latitude

0.2
0.OO3cm2s-1
1.5gcm-3

0.32 ca1g-l K-1
0.05

4cm
150m
290K
890 mb

0.004
37°N

.At the relative zero height in the model (1327m MSL).
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heating or cooling) is applied to provide a balanced
initial field. The initial temperaturewithin the soil layer
is assumedconstant (equalto the surfacetemperature).
Three separateidealized 2-D cases(cases1-3) with
the initial thermal stratification and prevailing synoptic wind as specified in Table 5 are simulated.
(b) 3-D simulations. In the 3-D simulations, the
domain is divided into 35 x 31 horizontal grid points
with a 5-km grid resolution in most of the domain. It is
also extendednearthe boundary in the samemanneras
in the 2-D simulations.The 22 vertical levelsare set at
heights of 2, 8, 20, 50, 100, 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000,
1250, 1500,1800,2100, 2400, 2700, 3000, 3300, 3600,
3900,4200and 4500 m. The top and bottom boundary
conditions are the same as the 2-D cases,except the
absorbing layeris from 3300m to 4500 m with the level
of constant pressure at 4500m.
A 3-D viewof the topography used in thesenumerical simulations is shown in Fig. 4. Figures 7(a)and (b)
show the height contours and the topography along
the 15th y cross-section,respectively.Also shown are
the positions and heights of five important sites in the
context of this study: (A) Navajo Generating Station
(36°55'30"N, 111°23'30"W, 1327m), (B) Page
(36°54/30"N, 111°28'W, 1314m), (C) Navajo
Mountain (37°03'N, 110054'W,2780 m), (D) Navajo
Point (37°05'30"N, 111°01'30"W, 2295 m), and (E)
Bryce Canyon Point (37°36'N, 112°10/W,2530m). In
Fig. 7(a), two straight lines are drawn from Bryce
Canyon Point which cover the area observed in the
photographs shown in Fig. 9.
The initial thermal stratification and prevailing
synoptic wind for the five 3-D cases(cases4-8) are
listed in Table 5. In the 3-D runs, the simulation
parameters,time period, time step, and initial soil
temperature are the sameas in the 2-D cases.
(ii) Lagrangian particle dispersion modeling. For
eachsimulation the output of the mesoscalemeteorological model is used as input to run the Lagrangian
particle dispersionmodel. The dispersion model was
developed by McNider (1981)and also described in
Pielke et al. (1983)and Pielke (1984).
(a) 2-D simulation. One particle at each20-s time
interval is continuously released between the time
period 0100--0900LST. Thesereleasesare designedto
simulate plume dispersion from an elevatedsource in
Table 5. Initial s~jfied

Case
1
2

3
4

5
6
7

8

Model
version

2D
2D
2D
3D
3D
3D
3D
3D

Fig. 6. (a) Vertical velocity (2cms-l contour interval,
dashed lines representnegative values)and dispersion of
particles at 0400LST. (b) Vertical velocityand dispersionof
particles at 0900 LST. (c) Vertical exchange coefficient
(8 m2s-1 contour interval) and dispersion of particles at
0900 LST. (All under the situation of case 1.)

fields of numerical simulation cases

(d8jdz) (Kkm-1)
Synoptic
Synoptic
wind speed
wind
direction Om-150m
(ms-l)

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
0.05

sw
sw
sw
sw
SW
NW
SE
SW

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

900 m-

1

4

4

4

10

4

4

4
4
4
4
4

10
10
10
10

Particles
release
height

100m
650m
510m
150m
650m
650m
650m
650m
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the valley. The initial plume heights as shown in
Table 5 are calculated from the emissiondata of an
elevated source at this location and using
Equation (2.19)of Hanna et al. (1982),along with the
model simulated thermal stratification during the
releaseperiod.
(b) 3-D simulation. The 3-D simulations are similar
to the 2-D casesexceptthe simulation period begins
earlier (from 2100 LST to 0900 LST the following day).
(iii) Results of numerical simulations. (a) 2-D
simulation results. Figure 5 shows the dispersion of
particlesas observedat 0900 LST, after being continuously releasedsince0100 LST from an elevatedpoint
source for each 2-D case. The results illustrate the

possibleformation of plume blight and layeredhazeas
a result of emissions from an elevated source. The
simulated thermal stratifications for these2-D casesat
0900LST are also shown in Fig. 5. The stability of the
inversionaloft hasincreasedin thesecasesasa resultof
the radiation cooling during the night.
The hazephenomenaas shown in thesesimulations
are closelyrelated to the thermal stratification. In case
3 [see Fig. 5(c)] the plume dispersion is significantly
retarded due to a strong inversion and remains a
coherent plume. On the other hand, the inversion
stability is weakerincase1 [seeFig. 5(a)] whichcauses
more turbulent mixing and resultsin a layeredhazeif it
is viewed from NW toward SE. It is important to note

Fig. 7. Dispersion of particles from an elevated point source at 0900 LST
after beingcontinuously releasedsince2100LST the daybefore under thecase
4 situation, (a) horizontal (x-y) view, (b) vertical (x-z) view (looking
northward, the topography along the 15thY cross-sectionis also plotted as a
reference).
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1.

5.
Fig.

that although in one caseplume blight occurs,while in
the other layeredhaze develops,both originated from
the sameelevatedsource.
The dispersionof pollution for case1 [seeFig. 5(c)]
which results in a haze layer is described from the
simulatedwind and turbulence fields. At the beginning
of the dispersion simulation (0100 LST), the plume
travels upward along the terrain slope above the
surface boundary layer with little mixing occurring.
After 0400 LST [see Fig.6(a)] the plume enters a
sinking region due to downward vertical velocities.
After sunrise (0714LST), inversion break-upoccurs
and upslope flow develops. The results are upward
motion near the surface along the terrain slope [see
Fig.6(b)], and much stronger, uniform turbulent
mixing [seeFig. 6(c)]; therefore,the plume dispersesas
a layered haze.
(b) 3-D simulation results.The dispersion of pollution as observedat 0900 LST after being continuously
releasedfrom an elevated point source between2100
and 0900 LST the following day is shown in Fig. 7 for
case4. Looking north, the particles appearingto be
inside the terrain are actually not in the same cross
section of the plotted terrain.
The simulation result shows the complex pollution
dispersioncharacteristicsin the Lake Powell areadue
to the interaction of thermally and mechanicallyforced
mesoscalesystems.These phenomena differ significantly from those which canbe estimatedusing current
regulatory air quality assessmenttechniques. For
example,the dispersionof pollution can be restricted
in this areadue to its trapping by an inversionand the
topographic blocking which is a result of inversion
heights below the higher terrain. The direction of
dispersion can also be changed due to a spatially, as
well as temporally, varying wind field. In this situation
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local recirculation appears to occur as is shown in
Fig. 8. Figure 9(a)showsthe samesimulation resultsas
Fig. 7, except as viewed from Bryce Canyon Point
toward Navajo Mountain. It is similar to the layered
hazephenomenaasobservedin the photograph shown
in Fig. 9(b). The importance of different synoptic wind
direction on the dispersion of pollution are also
demonstratedin Figs IO(a)-(d)for cases5, 6, 7 and 8.
The results illustrate that with light southwesterly
synoptic wind, pollution emitted from existing local
sourcesare most likely to impact locally within the
Lake Powell area. Also, the local accumulation of
pollution from local sourcescan occur in this trapping
basin under such stagnantconditions.

CONCLUSIONS

We have studied mesoscalemeteorology to obtain a better understanding of the air quality in the
Lake Powell area through the use of a synoptic
climatological analysis scheme;topographic and observationaldata analyses;and mesoscalemeteorological and pollutant dispersion modeling. A synoptic
climatological classification scheme is shown to be
quite useful in characterizing the climate and air
quality in the Lake Powell area. Using this classification scheme,the climate in this region during the
winter is found to be dominated by stagnant conditions associated with slow-moving high pressure
systems.These stagnant conditions occurred around
65 percentof the time during the winter according to
our analysisof the 5-yearperiod 1976-1980.The worst
air quality is expectedto occur on thesestagnantdays,
especiallywhenthe ground is snowcoveredand/or the
sunangleis low. Sincethe occurrenceof layeredhazeis
strongly associated with stagnant conditions, it appearsthat stagnantsynoptic conditions are generallya
necessarycondition for the occurrenceof layeredhaze.
Due to its surrounding higher terrain and limited
exits,the Lake Powell basinarea can be regardedas a
trapping basin. Under stagnant conditions, trapping,
blocking and recirculation effects in this basin can
significantly enhance the actual and potential local
accumulation of pollution.
The air quality in the Lake Powell area is studied in
section4 by using a mesoscalemeteorological model
and a Lagrangian particle dispersion model. The
results showthat:
1. The layering of visible haze is closely related to
the thermal stratification and inversioncharacteristics
of the atmosphere.
2. Topographic blocking is a result of inversion
heights below the higher terrain, with light winds
seriouslyrestricting the dispersion of pollutants from
local sources.
3. Wind recirculation occurs frequently as a result
of the differential heating of the terrain in this region.
4. Complex dispersioncharacteristicsof pollution,
resulting from differential advection and differential
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Fig. 9. (a)Simulated dispersionof particles from an elevatedpoint sourceat 0900 LST after being
continuously releasedsince 2100 LST the day before under the case4 situation (view from Bryce
Canyon Point toward Navajo Mountain). (b) Photograph of Navajo Mountain as seenfrom Bryce
Canyon National Park, at 0900 LST, 3 December1979;Air ResourceSpecialists,Inc., Fort Collins,
Colorado and National Park Service.

turbulent mixing, occur in this region. These dispersion characteristics differ significantly from those
which can be estimated using current regulatory air
quality assessmenttechniques.
5. The most favorable situation in the Lake Powell
area for the occurrence of layered haze from local

sourcesas viewed from Bryce Canyon Point toward
Navajo Mountain is a SW wind.
It is concluded that under long-term stagnant
conditions during the cold season,accumulation of
pollution from localsourcesis expectedto significantly
degradethe air quality in the Lake Powell area.
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Fig. 10. (a) Simulated dispersion of particles (horizontal view) from an elevated point source at 0900 LST after being
continuously releasedsince 2100 LST the day before under the situations of (a) case 5, (b) case 6, (c) case 7, (d) case8.
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